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NOTE ON DATA SOURCES

In addition to the specific cases, which we call out in the following pages, the internal analyses shown in *Principles for Dealing with the Changing World Order* utilize data and information from public, private and internal sources. In particular, the country power analyses shown throughout *Principles for Dealing with the Changing World Order* draw upon thousands of individuals series, which come from a variety of databases and academic sources, too many to list here in full.


NOTES AND CITATIONS

10 This study is called “Productivity and Structural Reform”: Please visit economicprinciples.org to see all the studies mentioned in this book. For this specific study, “Productivity and Structural Reform: Why Countries Succeed & Fail, and What Should Be Done So Failing Countries Succeed” please go to: https://economicprinciples.org/downloads/ray_dalio__how_the_economic_machine_works__leveragings_and_deleveragings.pdf.

10 “Populism: The Phenomenon”: To read this study of mine, please go to: https://economicprinciples.org/downloads/bw-populism-the-phenomenon.pdf.

11 “Our Biggest Economic, Social, and Political Issue: The Two Economies—The Top 40% and the Bottom 60%”: To read this study of mine, please go to: https://economicprinciples.org/downloads/bwam102317.pdf.


11 In 2021, more than $16 trillion: Mullen, Cormac. “Negative-Yielding Debt Hits Record $16 Trillion on Curve Fright.” Bloomberg, August 14, 2014.


18 such as videos you can find online: To see all of my videos, please visit economicprinciples.org.
CHAPTER 1: THE BIG CYCLE IN A NUTSHELL


GLOBAL LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH: This chart was produced using internal Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Our World in Data and the UN for the front history, extended back based on data from Clio Infra and Gapminder. The 2020 point is based on countries that had reported data for the year as of August 2021.

GLOBAL DEATHS BY CATEGORY: This chart was produced using internal analysis, with reference to Our World in Data, specifically for global deaths from conflicts and based on data from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica.

ESTIMATED DEATHS FROM CONFLICT: This chart is based on Bridgewater analysis, based on analysis of death counts from major conflict events using data from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica.


it then had two-thirds of the world’s: “The Postwar Drain on Foreign Gold and Dollar Reserves.” *Federal Reserve Bulletin* 34.4 (April 1948): 375.


CHAPTER 2: THE DETERMINANTS


“speaking softly and carrying a big stick”: Vice President Theodore Roosevelt coined this term at a speech at the Minnesota State Fair in Minneapolis on September 2, 1901.


CHAPTER 3: THE BIG CYCLE OF MONEY, CREDIT, DEBT, AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY


119 When this is done well: Please see my book, *Principles for Navigating Big Debt* (Part 1: 32–34) for a more in-depth discussion on beautiful deleveraging.


125 As I explained comprehensively in my book: Please see my book *Principles for Navigating Big Debt Crises* (Part 1: 12) for a comprehensive explanation on the policy makers’ four levers.

127 e.g., in dynastic China and during the Roman Empire: Please see my book, *Principles for Navigating Big Debt Crises* for more as well as a detailed case study on Germany’s Weimar Republic (Part 1: 60, Part 2: 5-45).

128 For example, the Old Testament: 25 Lev. 8–13.
CHAPTER 4: THE CHANGING VALUE OF MONEY

132 Of the roughly 750 currencies: This is based on internal Bridgewater analysis, using data sourced from Dollar Daze.

134 RESERVE CURRENCIES VS GOLD: This chart was produced using internal Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate and price data from Global Financial Data.

135 SPOT FX VS GOLD: This chart was created from Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate and price data from Global Financial Data.

135 FX TOTAL RETURN VS GOLD: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate, interest rate, and price data from Global Financial Data.


137 For example, in the early 1900s: Moen, Jon R, and Ellis W Tallman. The Panic of 1907. Federal Reserve History.


138 SPOT FX VS GOLD (1850–1913): This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate and price data from Global Financial Data.

139 which I describe in great detail: For a detailed case study on Weimar Germany, please see my book Principles for Navigating Big Debt Crises (Part 2: 5–45).

139 SPOT FX VS GOLD (1913–1930): This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate and price data from Global Financial Data.
CURRENCY AND GOLD REAL RETURNS OF MAJOR COUNTRIES SINCE 1850: This table was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate, interest rate, and price data from Global Financial Data.

REAL RETURN OF GOLD: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on exchange rate and price data from Global Financial Data.

REAL RETURN OF BILLS: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on interest rate and price data from Global Financial Data.
CHAPTER 5: THE BIG CYCLE OF INTERNAL ORDER AND DISORDER


HISTORICAL LIKELIHOOD OF INTERNAL CONFLICT: This chart was produced based on Bridgewater analysis, using in part data from Global Financial Data.


Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew successfully: “Lee Kuan Yew.” Encyclopedia Britannica.

it is glorious to be rich: This is a simplified version of a quote by Deng Xiaoping, see: Osnos, Evan. “To Get Rich Is Glorious.” *The New Yorker*, December 7, 2009.

it doesn’t matter whether the cat: This quote is attributed to Deng Xiaoping, “It Doesn’t Matter If a Cat Is Black or White, as Long as It Catches Mice.” Oxford Reference.


Interestingly, those states and cities in the US: Analysis based on data from a variety of US government organizations and Truth in Accounting’s January 2020 report, *Financial State of the Cities*. 


For example, a 2019 Gallup poll: Brenan, Megan. “Americans’ Trust in Mass Media Edges Down to 41%.” Gallup, September 26, 2019.


CHAPTER 6: THE BIG CYCLE OF EXTERNAL ORDER AND DISORDER

196 EST EUROPEAN DEATHS FROM CONFLICT: This chart was produced internally, based on analysis of death counts from major conflict events using data from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica. The estimates shown in the chart are rough and were compiled by looking at deaths in major conflicts across the most prominent European powers.


205 In 1934, there was severe famine: Doglia, Arnaud. Japanese Mass Violence and Its Victims in the Fifteen Years’ War (1931–45). SciencesPo, 2011.


207 At the same time, internal political fighting: BRIA 4 a The Stalin Purges and “Show Trials”. Constitutional Rights Foundation.


versus as low as 25: Compiled using data from Thomas Piketty.

By 1941, the top personal tax rate: Compiled using data from Thomas Piketty.


From 1935 until the end of 1936: For more on this, please see my book Principles for Navigating Big Debt Crises (Part 2: 84–90).

Specific developments through the Great Depression: I explain this in great detail in my book Principles for Navigating Big Debt Crises (Part 2: 49–102).

In 1936, the Federal Reserve tightened money: For more, please see my book Principles for Navigating Big Debt Crises (Part 2: 91).


vital to the defense of the United States: “Documents Related to FDR and Churchill.” National Archives and Records Administration.

This cut off three-fourths: “United States freezes Japanese assets.” History.com, November 16, 2009. Author’s note: This includes the impact on Japan of other countries joining the US in the embargo.


EQUITY RETURNS INWWII: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.
CHAPTER 7: INVESTING IN LIGHT OF THE BIG CYCLE


225 **A LOOK AT ASSET RETURNS ACROSS THE GREAT POWERS**: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.

226 **A LOOK AT ASSET RETURNS ACROSS THE GREAT POWERS**: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.

227 **SHARE OF PORTFOLIOS LOSING X%**: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.

228 **WORST INVESTOR EXPERIENCES**: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.


231 **STOCK MARKET CLOSURES**: This chart was produced using Bridgewater Analysis, based primarily on Jorion, Philippe, and William N Goetzmann. “Global Stock Markets in the Twentieth Century.” Forthcoming in *Journal of Finance* (1999) as well as information from Global Financial Data.

231 **DEATHS IN MAJOR VIOLENT CONFLICTS (%POP)**: Chart produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on analysis of death counts from major conflict events using data from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica.


232 **effective average federal tax rate**: The Distribution of Household Income, 2017 § (2020).

234 **USA FINANCIAL ASSETS SHARE OF TOTAL ASSETS**: Chart produced using Bridgewater analysis, based primarily on data from World Inequality Database.

234 **REAL RETURN OF BILL**: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on interest rate and price data from Global Financial Data.
CHAPTER 8: THE LAST 500 YEARS IN A TINY NUTSHELL


246 **As a result of this, the church:** Ekelund, Robert B., Robert D. Tollison, Gary M. Anderson, Robert F. Hébert, and Audrey B. Davidson. *Sacred Trust: The Medieval Church as an Economic Firm.* Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996: 35.

247 **Map of major powers in Europe:** This map is a recreation of borders at the time, based in part on the map at this link: [https://images4.fanpop.com/image/photos/20100000/Europe-1550-europe-20101490-2560-1825.png](https://images4.fanpop.com/image/photos/20100000/Europe-1550-europe-20101490-2560-1825.png).

248 **Literacy rates were extremely high:** Smith, Richard J. *The Qing Dynasty and Traditional Chinese Culture.* Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015: 38.

248 **For example, it had a widespread:** Perdue, Peter C. “Empire’s Little Helper.” *Foreign Policy,* July 4, 2020.


249 **Map of Ming China:** This map is a recreation of borders at the time, based in part on a map from Grolier Online Atlas, available at this link: [http://go.grolier.com/atlas?id=mh00012](http://go.grolier.com/atlas?id=mh00012). [Accessed February 2021].


253 **They used their riches:** “The Renaissance – why it changed the world.” *The Telegraph,* October 6, 2015.


254 **BOOK/MANUSCRIPT PRODUCTION:** Chart produced from Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Buringh, Eltjo, and Jan Luiten van Zanden. “Charting the ‘Rise of the West’: Manuscripts and Printed Books in Europe, a Long-Term Perspective from the Sixth through Eighteenth Centuries.” *The Journal of Economic History* 69.2 (2009).

UK CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: This chart is based off of data from “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”


Yongle’s navy was the largest: Fairbanks and Goldman (2005): 138

CHAPTER 9: THE BIG CYCLE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE DUTCH EMPIRE AND THE GUILDER


269 EMPIRE SIZE: Chart produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on landmass data from the World Bank and data on historical dates of empire control from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia, Oxford Reference, and Encyclopedia Britannica.

269 SHARE OF GLOBAL OUTPUT: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Maddison Historical Statistics.


271 SPANISH MARAVEDI COIN: This chart was produced using data from Global Financial Data.


273 NLD UNIVERSITIES FOUNDED: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Clio Infra.

273 NLD BOOKS PUBLISHED: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Clio Infra.
NLD SHARE OF MAJOR INVENTIONS: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Bunch and Hellemans (1994).


MAJOR INVENTIONS: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Maddison Historical Statistics and Bunch and Hellemans (1994).


DUTCH EAST INDIA CO DIVIDENDS: This chart produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from de Vries and van der Woude (2010).

In addition to creating: Hart, Jonker, and van Zanden (2010): 40.

In 1609, the Bank of Amsterdam: Hart, Jonker, and van Zanden (2010): 45.

GRAMS OF FINE SILVER PER GUILDER: This chart was produced using data from Hart, Jonker, and van Zande (2010).

As a result of this system: Hart, Jonker, and van Zanden (2010): 41.

By 1650, it was fairly common: For more, see Hart, Jonker, and van Zanden (2010).


The Peace of Westphalia reflected: Henry Kissinger’s World Order served as a meaningful influence on my analysis and understanding of the Peace of Westphalia.


Additionally, as is classic: de Vries and van der Woude (2010): 618–619.

ACCOUNTS AT BANK OF AMSTERDAM and BANK OF AMSTERDAM HOLDINGS: These charts were produced using data sourced from Hart, Jonker, and van Zanden (2010).

Because bills of exchange: See Quinn and Roberds (2014).

Starting in the 1770s: de Vries, Jan and Ad van der Woude (2010): 126.


Having lost half its ships: de Vries and van der Woude (2010): 126.


DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY BALANCE SHEET and DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY PROFIT & LOSS: These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from de Vries and van der Woude (2010).

As the Bank of Amsterdam printed: Quinn and Roberds (2014): 17.

That led to the classic: Quinn and Roberds (2014): 16.

BANK OF AMSTERDAM HOLDINGS: This chart was produced based on data from Hart, Jonker, and van Zanden (2010).


DUTCH GULDERS and VALUE OF THE DUTCH GULDERS: These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Global Financial Data and Quinn and Roberds (2014).

BANK OF AMSTERDAM RESERVE RATIO (PRECIOUS METAL TO MONETARY LIABILITIES): This chart was produced using data from Quinn and Roberds (2014).

DUTCH EIC TOTAL RETURNS BY YEAR and TOTAL EQUITY RETURNS: These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Global Financial Data; van Lent, Wim, and Stoyan V. Sgourev. “Local Elites versus Dominant Shareholders: Dividend Smoothing at the Dutch East India Company.” Academy of Management Proceedings (2013): 1; as well as other sources.

GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS: This chart was produced using data from Gelderblom, Oscar, and Joost Jonker. “Exploring the Market for Government Bonds in the Dutch Republic (1600–1800).” Draft, Utrecht University (2006) and “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”

At its peak: This is from Bridgewater analysis based in part on data from Maddison Historical Statistics.


GBR GOVT BOND YIELD: This chart is based in part on data from “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”

GBR GOVT BOND YIELD (VS MAJOR COUNTRY MEDIAN): This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data and “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”

GBR GOVT REVENUE: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis based on data from “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”

MAJOR INVENTIONS and SHARE OF MAJOR INVENTIONS: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Bunch and Hellemans (1994).

The Industrial Revolution: For this section, I owe a debt of gratitude to Joel Mokyr for his insightful analysis in The British Industrial Revolution: An Economic Perspective (2019).


FRENCH UNIVERSITIES: This chart produced from Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Clio Infra.

LITERACY RATES: This chart is based on data from Our World in Data.


This law created monopolistic: Velde (2007): 276–279.


This caused France's debt service: This is based on internal Bridgewater analysis using information from Global Financial Data and Sargent and Velde (1995): 504.


FRENCH INFLATION: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Global Financial Data.


In 1796, the government held a ceremony: “An Assignat Press from the French Revolution.” Cité de l’Économie.

FRENCH CURRENCY VS GOLD: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Global Financial Data.

It should be noted: “Great Britain, France, and the Neutrals, 1800–02.” Encyclopedia Britannica.

It may not have fulfilled: Direct quotation sourced from Kissinger (1957): 5.

“splendid isolation”: The sentiment for this term dates back to a speech made by 1st Lord of the Admiralty, George Goschen in 1896. It then became popular among contemporary politicians to describe Britain’s foreign policy at the time. See: Veldeman, Marie-Christine. “Britain and Europe: From ‘Splendid Isolation’ to ‘Semi-Detachment.’” Équivalences 39.1 (2012): 40–41.

As mentioned, at their peak: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis based in part on data from Maddison Historical Statistics.

GBR EMPIRE SIZE (%WORLD): This chart was produced using Bridgewater internal analysis, based on landmass data from the World Bank and data on historical dates of empire control from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia, oxfordreference.com, and Encyclopedia Britannica.


GBR SHARE OF WORLD EXPORTS: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on Daudin, O’Rourke, and de la Escosura and “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT (%DEV WLD GDP): This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on Kindleberger, Charles P. A Financial History of Western Europe. London: Routledge, 2007.


SHARE OF GLOBAL DEBT IN GBP: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on “Interwar Public Debt Dataset, 1914–1949” in Chiţu, Livia, Barry Eichengreen, and Arnaud Mehl. “When Did the Dollar Overtake Sterling as the Leading International Currency? Evidence from the Bond Markets.” Journal of Development Economics (2013); Kindleberger; and data from Global Financial Data.


INVENTIONS (% OF GLOBAL INVENTIONS): This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Bunch and Hellemans (1994).

GDP (% OF GLOBAL GDP): This chart was produced based on Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Maddison Historical Statistics.

For comparison, the top 1 percent's: This was sourced from the data available from Thomas Piketty.

UK WEALTH GAP: This chart was produced using the World Inequality Database as well as data available from Thomas Piketty.


PUBLIC EDUCATION EXPENDITURE: This chart was produced using data from Roser, Max and Esteban Ortiz-Ospina. “Financing Education.” Our World in Data, 2016.

In order to create: Landes (2003): 151.


% OF NOBEL PRIZES WON: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from “Nobel Prize Winners by Year.” Encyclopedia Britannica.


While Bismarck was a skilled: Mommsen, Wolfgang J. “Kaiser Wilhelm II and German Politics.” *Journal of Contemporary History* 25.2 (1990): 289–316.
**WARSHIP TONNAGE:** This chart was produced based on data from Kennedy (1988).

**SHARE OF GLOBAL MILITARY SPENDING:** This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from The Correlates of War Project and Kennedy (1988).


**DEU REAL GDP PER CAPITA and JPN REAL GDP PER CAPITA:** These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in on part on data from Maddison Historical Statistics and Global Financial Data.

**DEU SPOT FX/DEU BLACK MARKET SPOT FX:** Black market exchange rate based on data from Global Financial Data.

**Other countries’ central banks continued:** Schenk (2011).

**GBR SHARE OF GLOBAL RESERVES:** This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Eichengreen, Barry, Livia Chiţu, and Arnaud Mehl. “Stability or Upheaval? the Currency Composition of International Reserves in the Long Run.” *IMF Economic Review* 64.2 (2015); Eichengreen, Barry, and Marc Flandreau. “The Rise and Fall of the Dollar, or When Did the Dollar Replace Sterling as the Leading International Currency?” Working Paper 1651, National Bureau of Economic Research, July 2008.

**GBP SHARE OF GLOBAL DEBT:** This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Chiţu, Eichengreen, and Mehl; Kindleberger (2013); and data from Global Financial Data.

**GBP SHARE OF GLOBAL TRANSACTIONS:** Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Eichengreen, Chiţu, and Mehl (1999); Hartman; Schenk (2010); and “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”

**The Pound’s Suspended Convertibility:** Beyond specific instances listed below, much of this account of the pound’s decline is indebted to the illuminating research of Catherine Schenk on this topic.

**The 1940s are frequently:** Schenk (2010): 37.

**The war required:** Schenk (2010): 38–39.

**The US was anxious:** Schenk (2010): 44–46.


**We are engaged in another battle:** This is a quote from a speech by Prime Minister Clement Attlee given in 1947 as cited by Todman, Daniel. *Britain’s War: A New World, 1942–1947*. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020: 829.
GBR CURRENT ACCOUNT: This chart was produced based on “A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data.”


As a result, numerous efforts: For further description of these and other coordinated policies, see Schenk (2011).


The result was that: For more detail on the dynamics of the Sterling Area, see Schenk, Catherine R. Britain and the Sterling Area from Devaluation to Convertibility in the 1950s. Routledge, 1994.


AVERAGE SHARE OF POUNDS: Data for these bar charts are from Schenk (2011): 25.


“not merely unthinkable, but materially impossible”: “Robert Schuman.” EUROPA.


THE EUROZONE COMPARED TO THE US AND CHINA: This chart was produced primarily based on Bridgewater analysis. Data for GDP per capita was sourced from the World Bank; military spending data primarily from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute; patent data from the WIPO statistics database (as of Dec 2020); and Nobel prize data from Encyclopedia Britannica.
CHAPTER 11: THE BIG CYCLE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE DOLLAR


335  **in the pre-war period:** Evidence of the size of insurance trusts relative to national and state banks during this time can be found in sources like: Moen, Jon, and Ellis W. Tallman. “The Bank Panic of 1907: The Role of Trust Companies.” *The Journal of Economic History* 52.3 (1992).

335  **The fact that the US economy:** Bordo and Wheelock (2004), 14–17.

336  **By 1910, stock market capitalization:** This is sourced from internal analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.


339  **Every nation must choose:** Quotation from the Truman Doctrine delivered in a March 1947 speech. “Truman Doctrine.” Avalon Project, Yale Law School.

340  **As shown in the following chart:** “Nuclear Weapons: Who Has What at a Glance.” Arms Control Association, October 2021.

341  **NUCLEAR WEAPONS STOCKPILE:** This chart was produced using data from Roser, Max and Mohamed Nagdy. “Nuclear Weapons” *Our World in Data*, 2013.

343  **By the end of World War II:** *Federal Reserve Bulletin* (1948): 375.


USA INCOME SHARES and USA WEALTH SHARES: These charts based on data from the World Inequality Database.

IDEOLOGICAL POSITIONS OF THE MAJOR PARTIES: This chart was produced based on data from Vote View.

SHARE OF CONGRESSIONAL MEMBERS’ VOTES CAST ALONG PARTY LINES: This chart was produced based on data from Vote View.

USA UNEMPLOYMENT RATE and USA CB BALANCE SHEET: These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, including data from Global Financial Data.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE and CB BALANCE SHEET across countries: These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, including data from Global Financial Data.
CHAPTER 12: THE BIG CYCLE RISE OF CHINA AND THE RENMINBI

364 **Socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics:** This is an amalgam of two phrases by Deng Xiaoping, “socialist market economy” and “socialism with Chinese characteristics.” Cui, Zhiyuan. “Making Sense of the Chinese ‘Socialist Market Economy.’” *Modern China* 38.6 (November 2012); Wilson, Ian. “Socialism with Chinese Characteristics: China and the Theory of the Initial Stage of Socialism.” *Politics* 24.1 (1989).

364 **The entire report on China’s dynasties:** To see this and my other reports, please visit [economicprinciples.org](http://economicprinciples.org).


370 **a) bring together the different factions:** von Glahn (2016): 187–191.


371 **Corruption grew later in his rule:** Rossabi (1994): 492–494.


371 **in a 14-year purge:** Fairbanks and Goldman (2005): 128.

371 **After winning power:** Mote, Twitchett, et al. (1998): 70.


371 **Over time the Ming Dynasty:** China and Europe: 1500–1800.

as Chinese goods were of superior quality: von Glahn (2016): 308–309.

However, the Ming’s failure: von Glahn (2016): 310–311.


For example, the north is colder, flatter, and drier: MacDonald, Scott B. “China, Food Security and Geopolitics.” The Diplomat, September 30, 2020.


modern socialist country: Direct quotation from Xi Jinping’s speech “Secure a Decisive Victory in Building a Moderately Prosperous Society in All Respects and Strive for the Great Success of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era” delivered at the 19th National Congress of the Community Party of China, October 18, 2017.


In the early 1100s during the Song Dynasty: von Glahn (1997): 51.

Thus began an early version: Huang (2015): 151.

By the mid-1100s the financial demands: von Glahn (1997): 52–53.


As a result, the market value: von Glahn (2016): 53.


Establishing the first stock companies: “China in 1000 CE”, Asia for Educators.

Further, China’s support for: For more, please see Huang (2015).


The fiat paper one was printed: Shiroyama (2008): 183–195.

Chinese Inflation: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Allen, Robert C, Jean-Pascal Bassino, Debin Ma, Christine Moll-Murata, and Jan Luiten van Zanden. “Wages, Prices, and Living Standards in China, 1738–1925: In Comparison with Europe, Japan, and India.” The Economic History Review 64.1 (2011) and the League of Nations.

CNY VS USD and GOLD PRICE: These charts were produced using Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Global Financial Data.

CHN Inflation: This chart was produced using internal Bridgewater analysis based in part on data from Allen, Bassino, Ma, Moll-Murata, and van Zanden (2011) and League of Nations.


The government also nationalized most: “China’s Great Leap Forward.” Association for Asian Studies, July 13, 2020.


Between 1952 and 1957: “China’s Great Leap Forward.”


its per capita income was less: “GDP per Capita (Current US$) - China.” The World Bank: Data.


When he came to power: This is based on Bridgewater analysis, using data from the World Bank and the UN.


e.g., Made in China 2025: McBride and Chatzky (2019).


CHINA’S DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1949: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis based on data from the World Bank and the UN.

For example, in a recent ranking: “2020 Academic Ranking of World Universities.” ShanghaiRanking’s Academic Ranking of World Universities.

US VS CHINA EDUCATION TABLE: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis based in part on data from the OECD, UNESCO/UIS, Barro-lee, Clio Infra, and the US Treasury.
CHAPTER 13: US-CHINA RELATIONS AND WARS

426 **It is because of that destiny**: Hussein and Haddad (2021).

430 **“undergoing changes not seen in a century”**: Quotation from a speech by President Xi at the hundredth year anniversary of the Chinese Community Party, as cited by “Upbeat Xi Says Time on China’s Side as Turmoil Grips U.S.” Bloomberg News, January 11, 2021.


437 **“Looking at the world at large”**: Quotation from President Xi’s 2019 New Year’s address, President Xi Jinping. “2019 New Year Speech.” Speech presented through China Media Group and online on December 31, 2018 at https://youtu.be/EJcxCxi8T_E.


443 **For example, Russia and China**: Gilsinan (2019).

446 **China is now militarily stronger**: For example, see Cardenas, Nicky C. “Military Competition between the United States and China in the South China Sea: A Critical Analysis.” Expeditions with MCUP, July 2020.


By and large we will: Deserve Victory. Photograph. Museum of World War II. London, Museum of World War II.
CHAPTER 14: THE FUTURE

465 GLOBAL POPULATION This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis based in part on data from the World Bank.

466 GLOBAL POPULATION GROWTH: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis based in part on data from the World Bank.

466 GLOBAL LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Our World in Data and the UN for the front history, extended back based on data from Clio Infra and Gapminder. The 2020 point is based on countries that had reported data for the year as of August 2021.


467 GLOBAL REAL WEALTH PER CAPITA: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on data from Shorrocks, Anthony, James Davies, and Rodrigo Lluberas. Global Wealth Report 2021. Credit Suisse: Research Institute, June 2021, and World Inequality Database. Note from the author: Because there are not good records prior to 1900, I can’t give you the picture of wealth before then.


471 GLOBAL REAL WEALTH PER CAPITA DRAWDOWNS: Bridgewater analysis, based in part on data from Shorrocks, Davies, and Lluberas (2021) and World Inequality Database. Note from the author: Because there are not good records prior to 1900, I can’t give you the picture of wealth before then.

471 GLOBAL DEATHS BY CATEGORY: This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on analysis of death counts from major events using data from various online encyclopedias, including
**ESTIMATED DEATHS FROM CONFLICT:** This chart was produced using Bridgewater analysis, based on analysis of death counts from major events using data from various online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica.


**Another study reported that:** Fractured Nation: Widening Partisan Polarization and Key Issues in 2020 Presidential Elections. PRRI, October 20, 2019.


**In 1919, over 20 percent:** “Postwar Labor Tensions.” Digital History, 2021.


**Eighty percent of the years:** Pinker (2011): 229.
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CORRECTIONS TO INITIAL 2021 PRINTING

74 The title of the classical Chinese text Four Books and Five Classics was originally misstated as Five Books and Four Classics.

91 In footnote 4, the current wealth share of the top 1 percent is 20-25% but was originally misstated as 35%.

393 In footnote 16, “the issuance of debt that got monetized and led to high inflation” was misstated as occurring after the Taiping Rebellion. It did not occur in a coordinated way until after the Chinese Revolution, during the 1930s.
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